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Introauction

on oay 8,19el, at 5:17 p.m. , unil.: performing surveill ace tests on
aiesel generator 1C it was ceter.ained tnat tne .1acket co, ling water haa
been introouced into tne nucoer 10 cylinoer. At tnis t.me, diesel
generator 1C sas declared inoperable and the 72 hour ACTI0id statement
as invokea. After exceeoing tne 72 nour ACTION statement, both Units

1 and 2 uust ce placed in HOT dTAr40bY. Preliiainary investigations
,

revealed tnat an excess of 72 hours would be requireo to return diesel
generator 1C to OPenAdLE status.'' By letter dated hay 10, 1981, the
licensee requesteo a one time exception to permit plant operation up
to 13 oays to allow repair of diesel generator 1C witnout snutting
oown the Unit i facility.

Tne Technical Specifications also state tnat during tne 72 hour period
wnen a aiesel generator is cecla.ea inoperable, the ren.aining aiesels
mast be starteu every eight hours to verity their operability. Since
Inis would araount to over 150 comoinea starts for the reinaining diesels,
tne licensee nas requestea tnat tne periva be increased to 72 nours

iuaring tnis one time repair because acceleratea wear and ce9racation
ini nt occur due to 1.he large numoer of scartups.3

uiscussion ano tvaluation

availability of Safety Trains

Tnree of tne five Farley Plant diesel generators are designea as swing
oiesels capaole of serving either unit. Diesel generator 1C is one of
tne swing diesels. Tne licensee has snown tnat for all comoinations of
loss of offsite power with and without a coincident LOCA at one of the
units, there will be at least one train of safety related equipment
available at each unit.

In adcition, tne staft nas investigatea tne possibility of each unit
experiencing a single failure of a remainin3 aiesel generator coinciaent
witn loss of off site power to both units and a Luca occuring at one unit.
out even under these postulated conoitions, the flexioility of the aiesels
result in one safety train oeing availaole on each unit to supply power to
tne required loads.
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Station Blackout

Station blackout is characterized by the loss of both offsite and
emergency ac power for an extended period of time. Core melt can
occur if the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater system fails or if
the reactor coolant pump seals fail subsequently t'ecause of lack of
cooling.

The sequence probabilities noted in Table 1 represent estimates for the
next 13 days of operation with only 4 diesels available. As indicated
in Table 1, the total probability of a core melt associated with a Station
B13:kout during the next 13 days is approximately 3 x 10-3 This one
time risk is considered acceptable. An explanation of the core melt
probabilities follows:

There has been one loss-of-offsite power event in 4 years of operation
or a point estimate of 0.25/ Reactor Year (RY) which is consistent with generic
results. Since we are concerned about 13 days with only 4 diesels, the
probability of loss of AC is 0.25 x 13/360 = 0.009 during the 13 days.

Based on Westinghouse analysis of loss of all feedwater, the core would begin
to uncover in about 4000 seconds and would be completely uncovered in 5000
seconds. Thus, if offsite power is not restored in about 1-1/2 to 2 hours
(assuming no emergency power), core melt could occur. An estimate of the
probability of not recovering offsite power in 1-1/2 hours is 0.22/demnd (D).
Core melt would probably be well underway with the postulated co?ditions in
about three hours. The probability of not restoring offsite powtr in three
hours is estimated to be 0.15/D. Sufficient information is not available
to estimate the time for RCP seal failure in the absense of any cooling.

Knile diesel generator 1C is cut of commission, the emergency ac power supply
consists of four diesel generators which power emergency buses for Units
1 and 2. Alabama Power Company's commitments concerning procedures for loading
the diesels is discussed in another section of this report. A minimum of
one emergency bus is required for each unit. A faulted condition resulting|

in the loss of 3 cut of 4 of the diesel generators would result in one unit,

'

not having an emergency bus available.

Based on data obtained since March 1981 and during 1977 and 1978, the point
estimate of diesels failing to start given a loss of offsite power is

|
! 16/148 = 0.11/D. This unavailability is above generic experience. The common

cause failure of a second diesel to start given the failure of one diesel
is .05 to 0.16. We will assume 0.16/D. Similarly, we arbitrarily assumed
the probability of a third diesel to start given the failure of two diesels
is 0.3/D. Thus, the unavailability of 3 out of 4 diesels is 4 x 0.11 x
0.16 x .3 = 0.20/D which is about 5 times higher than the probability of
random failures of 3 out of 4 diesels.

.
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The unavailability of. the turbine-driven AFW pump is 0.06/D based on operating
experience since 1977 (two failures out of 35 trials).

Diesel Testing

The reduced testing freeuency requested is acceptable provided staggered
testing of the four diesels is scheduled within the 72 hour time frame.

:During a telecon on Mey 11, 1981 between Mr. T. Novak (NRR) and Mr. O. Kingsley
(ACCO), we were advised of the following actions being taken:

1. ' APC0 will modify plant procedures to assure operatcrs are aware of the
staggered diesel test frequency and proper bus loading procedures
with diesel IC out of commission.

-

2. APC0 will assure that each Senior Reactor Operator briefs each oncoming
shift and the Shift Technical Advisor.

3. APC0 currently has a Task Force reifewing diesel failures.

Summary

The licensee has shown that for all combinations of loss of offsite power
.

with and without a coincident LOCA at one of the units, there will always
be power' available to run at least one of the redundant safety trains
at each unit. Staff analyses also showed that the inclusion of single
failures of a remaining diesel ge..arator at either or both units would
not change this result.

The _ probability of core melt during the one-time 13 day Technical Specificaticn
change is acceptably low. Therefore, the proposed Technical Specification
change is acceptable on a one-time only basis.

Environmental Consideration

[
'n'e have determined that the amendment does not authorize a change in

I effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and
! :will not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made

this determination, we have further concluded that the amendment!

-involves an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of
I environmental . impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR $51.5(d)(4), that an
j environmental impact statement or negative declaration and environmental

impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the issuance of
this amendment.
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Conclusion

We have concluced, based on tne consicerations ciscussea aoove, tnat:
(1) because tne amendment aces not involve a significant increase in
tne probability or consequences of accidents previously consiaered
and coes not. involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, tne
amend.nent does not involve a significant hazards consiaeration, (2)
tnere is reasonable assJrance that the nealth and safety of tne puDlic
will not be endangered by operation in tne proposea manner, ano (3)
regulations and the issuance of this amena.1ent will not ce intuical to
tne coumon defense ano security or to tne nealta ano safety of tne puolic.

Tne folloaing staff aambers provided inputs to tnis safety evaluation report:

Jchn Tnoaa, Farley 2 Project Mana3er
Edward Reeves, Farley 1 Project 11anager
Douglas Pickett, Principal Reviewer - Operating deactors assessment dranch
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Loss of AFW Loss of RCP-

Sequence Seal Sequence
_

- Probability of loss-of-offsite
-

power - 13 days 0.009 0.009

Probability of failure to recover
offsite po;ier in 1-1/2 hours in 0.22/0 "A

' 3 hours f'A 0.15

. Probability of failure of
~c.aorgency ac pcuer 3 out of -2

4 D3 given no offsite pcwer 2 x 10~2/D 2 x 10 /D
.

Probability of failure of
turbine AFW train - given 0.06/D NA
no ac power

1Probability of significant ~NA _

3 x 10-1failure of RCP seal 2 x 10-o~
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